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Murdoch Drive Connection 
Construction Update 
 

The Metropolitan Road Improvement Alliance (MRIA), on behalf of Main 

Roads, is delivering the Murdoch Drive Connection project.  The project 

comprises the extension of Murdoch Drive south from Farrington Road to 

provide connections to Roe Highway and Kwinana Freeway.   

Upon completion in late 2019, a southern access to the Murdoch Activity Centre (MAC) will relieve 

congestion, improve access to Fiona Stanley Hospital and allow the MAC to meet its economic potential 

as a major employment and research centre.  Key upcoming activities occurring at the Murdoch Drive 

Connection construction site are detailed below. 

Baker Court to Kwinana Freeway – shared path and main road alignment 
 

Works are continuing on the road surface of the main alignment 
and ramps for the Murdoch Drive Connection and the shared 
path that connects via an underpass (progress photos shown). 
 
Trapping and clearing prior to construction of a noise wall on the 

northern side of the main road alignment (North Lake) has been 

conducted to allow construction to commence on the next section 

of wall.  

 

 
 



 

 
 

Bridge from Roe Highway westbound over Kwinana Freeway  

Excavation of bridge footings is continuing adjacent to the Kwinana 
Freeway (see image on the right).  Bridge beams are scheduled for 
installation in January 2019, with some night time detours required 
for the safety or road users our workforce.  More detail on detours 
will be provided closer to the time. 

Murdoch University triangle 

Works on a drainage basin continue in the Murdoch University 
triangle.  The works are in preparation for the construction of a 
bridge over Farrington Road to connect into the existing Murdoch 
Drive. 

Baker Court to Bibra Drive 

Pedestrian access has been removed from Baker Court for the 
safety of pedestrians during construction.  Pedestrians are advised 
to use Bibra Drive until further notice.  Construction of the tie in 
road between Bibra Drive and Baker Court is progressing well, with 
clearing complete, foundation complete and compaction ongoing. 

Thank you 

 

MRIA is committed to minimising impacts on local residents and the environment, and we look forward to 

working with you throughout construction.  Standard hours of construction are 7am-7pm, Monday to 

Saturday, with refuelling of vehicles commencing ahead of pre-start.  Thank you for your support and 

patience as we deliver the project.  

Some works must be undertaken at night to avoid major disruption to high volume daytime traffic and the 

associated risks to our workforce.  Neighbouring residents are notified in advance. 

For latest notifications to residents, and roadworks updates, go to the Main Roads project page 

https://project.mainroads.wa.gov.au/home/ 
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